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Tools for Signal Compression: Applications to Speech and Audio Coding (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	In everyday life, we often come in contact with compressed signals: when using

	mobile telephones, mp3 players, digital cameras, or DVD players. The signals in each

	of these applications, telephone-band speech, high fidelity audio signal, and still or

	video images are not only sampled and quantized to put them into a form suitable for...
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International Marketing: Strategy and TheoryRoutledge, 2004

	Marketing is a universal activity that is widely applicable, regardless of the political, social or economic systems of a particular country. However, this doesn't mean that consumers in different parts of the world should be satisified in the same way.

	

	The 4th edition of International Marketing has been written...
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iPad for the Older and Wiser: Get Up and Running with Your Apple iPad, iPad Air and iPad MiniJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Apple’s iPad puts a limitless world of entertainment, communication, and everyday functionality in the palms of your hands. iPad for the Older and Wiser, 4th Edition quickly teaches you how to make the most of your new gadget with easy-to-follow instructions.


	Fully updated to include the iPad Air and iOS 7, this...
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Bioeffects and Therapeutic Applications of Electromagnetic EnergyCRC Press, 2007

	From cell phones to treating cancer, EM energy plays a part in many of the innovations that we take for granted everyday. A basic force of nature, like nuclear energy or gravity, this energy can be harnessed and used, but still holds the potential to be harmful. The question remains, how safe are EM products? Bioeffects and Therapeutic...
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A Structural Account of MathematicsOxford University Press, 2007
Charles Chihara's new book develops and defends a structural view of the nature of mathematics, and uses it to explain a number of striking features of mathematics that have puzzled philosophers for centuries. The view is used to show that, in order to understand how mathematical systems are applied in science and everyday life, it is not necessary...
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Find Your Courage: 12 Acts for Becoming Fearless at Work and in Life (NTC Self-Help)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	"An up-front, to the point, and honest masterpiece. You can't go wrong with this one!" â€•Richard Carlson, bestselling author of Don't Sweat the Small Stuff . . .


	From popular life coach and motivational speaker Margie Warrell comes an inspiring, practical guide for finding the courage to change...
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Essential Java for Scientists and EngineersButterworth-Heinemann, 2002
This book serves as an introduction to the programming language Java. In addition it focuses on how Java, and object-oriented programming, can be used to solve science and engineering problems. As such, some of the examples necessarily involve aspects of first-year university mathematics, particularly in the final chapter. However, these examples...
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Quirkology: How We Discover the Big Truths in Small ThingsBasic Books, 2007
An award-winning psychologist exposes the truth behind life's little oddities and absurdities in this quirky and practical guide to life.

For over twenty years, psychologist Professor Richard Wiseman has examined the quirky science of everyday life. In Quirkology, he navigates the backwaters of human behavior, discovering the...
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Anger ManagementSage Publications, 2009

	Anger is an emotional response when we face an obstruction in reaching our

	target. Everyday life is fi lled with many such examples when we do not get

	what we desire and get frustrated and angry. The anger management book

	is written to help laymen to understand these everyday confl icting situations

	leading to anger and related...
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Perspectives of Neural-Symbolic Integration (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
The human brain possesses the remarkable capability of understanding, interpreting, and producing human language, thereby relying mostly on the left hemisphere. The ability to acquire language is innate as can be seen from disorders such as specific language impairment (SLI), which manifests itself in a missing sense for grammaticality. Language...
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Innovative Software Development in GIS (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	At a time when people use more and more geographic information and tools, the management of geographical information in software systems still holds many challenges and motivates researchers from different backgrounds to propose innovative solutions.

	Representing geographical space beyond our mere perception is key to making relevant...
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Access to Knowledge in the Age of Intellectual PropertyZone Books, 2010

	At the end of the twentieth century, intellectual property rights collided with everyday life. Expansive copyright laws and digital rights management technologies sought to shut down new forms of copying and remixing made possible by the Internet. International laws expanding patent rights threatened the lives of millions of people around the...
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